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BECKER, Ferdinand

Bath ?1739–1825
The honorary exhibitor at the Royal Academy in
1793, whose name is given by. Graves (1905) as
“E. Becker” (perhaps from the catalogue’s Esq.)
is surely the topographical draughtsman
Ferdinand Becker. He later exhibited landscapes
at the British Institution in 1810, giving his
address as 13 Gay Street, Bath. Although he
made a number of engravings, he was primarily
a watercolourist. In 1794 he advertised that he
had “found our a new mode to facilitate the art
of drawings and assist natural genius” using a
method of “blots”, probably that of Cozens. He
was then living in lodgings at 21 Brock Street,
Bath. By 1798 he had moved to 17 Queen
Square, where new examples of his landscape
drawings were to be seen; he was listed there as
a “landscape-painter and drawing-master” in the
New Bath guide for 1802. At some stage he also
taught twice a week at Miss Lee’s school,
Belvedere House, Bath.
He was executor of the £2000 estate left by
the Italian singer and composer Venanzio
Rauzzini on his death in Bath in 1810. In 1812
Becker married a Marianne Deverel of Clifton.
He died at 39 Green Park Buildings “universally
esteemed and lamented”. His wife died at the
same address in 1855; her estate of some
£28,000 was left to various charities and to
establish a fund for poor clergymen. While
Ferdinand’s death in 1825 is widely cited, the
year of his birth is given only on some websites
without obvious authority, and may be
incorrect.
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